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Abstract

Taylor models, see for example [3] and references herein, have recently emerged as a
nice and convenient way to reduce decorrelation in interval arithmetic [4, 5, 2]. Taylor
models are even more attractive when one solves initial value problems for ODEs as
they provide a validated built-in integration operator.

Yet, it is now beyond doubt that programs and libraries contain bugs, no matter how
precisely they have been specified and how thoroughly they have been tested [8, 7].
As a consequence, the highest Common Criteria Evaluation Assurance Level, EAL 72,
has only been awarded so far to products that provide validation using a formal tool,
specifically an automatic proof checker in first or higher order logic.

We present here our library of Taylor models in PVS [6]. Working with an automatic
proof checker, we had to manage two tasks. The first task was to create a data type
and operations on this new type to allow users to define and evaluate expressions
using Taylor models. The second task was to provide proofs that each operator
is correct and a strategy to recursively analyze compound expressions. Both tasks
rely on the recently published library on interval arithmetic for PVS [1]. As many
mathematical developments are not yet available in PVS, we also had to develop a
library on polynomials and prove a few theorems of analysis.

Our library can be used to derive quickly more or less accurate bounds. For example,
the user of a formal tool has to provide a proof that the radical is non negative every
time an expression uses a square root operator. Some proofs use intricate analysis
but most of them are very simple and interval arithmetic or low degree evaluations
with Taylor models can produce appropriate proofs. Our library can also be used to
expertly derive computer validated proofs of difficult results through an expert use
of Taylor models.

The library will be available freely on the Internet as soon as it is stable. Side
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2http://niap.nist.gov/cc-scheme/.



developments are integrated as they are produced to NASA Langley PVS libraries3.
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